Although novel aircraft designs can be quickly conceived and built, the ability to develop and test these concepts is impeded by the inability to rapidly prototype autopilots that can accommodate unconventional airframes with nonstandard sensor/actuator configurations. For vehicles that are complex or expensive and that are intended for military or civil certification and production, autopilots are traditionally designed based on a combination of multi-body modeling, computational fluid dynamics, and wind tunnel testing. However, detailed models are not available for experimental flight vehicles, and thus manual autopilot tuning is needed without guarantees of success. To overcome this problem, the present paper focuses on an adaptive control technique that requires minimal modeling and limited tuning. In particular, we apply retrospective cost adaptive (RCAC) control to three aircraft simulation models. The first aircraft is a quadcopter, and the second is a fixed-wing vehicle. Next, we consider a VTOL vehicle that can fly in both quadcopter and fixed-wing modes. The RCAC tunings for the VTOL aircraft in quadcopter and fixed-wing mode are chosen to be identical to the tunings of the quadcopter and fixed-wing aircraft despite the differences in vehicle geometry. The goal is to assess the ability of RCAC to control different airframes with the same tunings, while also assessing the ability to control the VTOL aircraft during mode transition.
Nomenclature u
= input z = performance variable K P , K I , K D = proportional, integrator, derivative gains θ = controller coefficients φ = feedback vector G f = filter transfer function applied to φ and u z = Z-transform variable R θ = controller-coefficient penalty R u = control penalty Θ, Φ, Ψ = pitch, roll, yaw angles F E = Earth frame defined with the axesî E and E horizontal, while the axisk E points downward F AC = aircraft body-fixed frame defined withî AC pointing out the nose of the aircraft,  AC pointing out the right wing, andk AC pointing downward P, Q, R = angular velocity of F AC relative to F E in directionî AC , AC ,k AC V AC = airspeed h = altitude X = East coordinate Y = North coordinate R i = throttle of an i th rotor of a quadcopter T = throttle of an engine of a fixed-wing aircraft e = elevator a = ailerons ev = elevons
I. Introduction
UAV technology has ushered in a new age of flight innovation, where novel vehicle designs can be quickly conceived, built, and tested. To meet mission objectives, these vehicles may employ fixed or variable geometry as well as nonstandard sensor/actuator configurations. However, the ability to develop and test new vehicle concepts is impeded by the lack of one key technological ingredient, namely, the ability to rapidly prototype autopilots that can accommodate unconventional vehicles.
Traditionally, there are two ways to prototype an autopilot. The first way is to develop a detailed structural and aerodynamic model of the vehicle, through a combination of multi-body modeling, computational fluid dynamics, and wind tunnel testing. This approach is standard practice for vehicles that are complex or expensive and that are intended for military or civil certification and production. However, for many experimental flight vehicles, such as low-cost designs, rapidly changing configurations, or highly complex hypersonic vehicles, detailed modeling is either incomplete or nonexistent. The second way is to program an off-the-shelf autopilot and manually tweak the control gains until the performance is acceptable. This approach may fail if the proposed vehicle concept is far from existing vehicles. This means that, when an innovative aircraft design is proposed, the developers must face either expensive and time-consuming modeling or excessively prolonged testing with no guarantee of success.
To overcome this problem, the present paper focuses on adaptive control, which requires a minimal amount of modeling and a minimal amount of manual tuning. This approach could be directly applicable to an experimental flight program in which structural modeling, computational fluid dynamics, and wind tunnel testing are either incomplete or nonexistent.
Adaptive control has been viewed as an enabling technology for autopilots as early as the X-15 program 1, 2 and as recently as the NASA Airborne Subscale Transport Aircraft Research (AirSTAR) testbed. 3 These and other techniques do not fulfill the vision of truly rapid prototyping since they depend on an autopilot designed for a nominal model and they have limited ability to accommodate high levels of uncertainty.
Using the NASA GTM model, 4-7 retrospective cost adaptive control (RCAC) was applied to the nominal aircraft as well as unknown off-nominal conditions. 8 RCAC is a direct, discrete-time adaptive control technique for stabilization, command following, and disturbance rejection. 9 As a discrete-time approach, RCAC is motivated by the desire to implement control algorithms that operate at the sensor sample rate without the need for controller discretization. This also means that the required modeling information can be estimated based on data sampled at the same rate as the control update.
RCAC was originally motivated by the notion of retrospectively optimized control, where past controller coefficients used to generate past control inputs are re-optimized in the sense that if the re-optimized coefficients had been used over a previous window of operation, then the performance would have been better. Unlike signal processing applications such as estimation and identification, however, it is impossible to change past control inputs, and thus the re-optimized controller coefficients are used only to generate the next control input.
RCAC was originally developed within the context of active noise control experiments. 10 The algorithm used in 10 is gradient-based, where the gradient direction and step size are based on different cost functions. In subsequent work, 11 the gradient algorithm was replaced by batch least-squares optimization. In both 10 and, 11 the modeling information is given by Markov parameters (impulse response components) of the open-loop transfer function G zu from the control input u to the performance variable z. More recently, in, 12 a recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm was used, along with knowledge of the NMP zeros of G zu . The approaches in [10] [11] [12] are closely related in the sense that all of the NMP zeros outside of the spectral radius of G zu are approximate zeros of a polynomial whose coefficients are Markov parameters of G zu ; this polynomial is a truncated Laurent expansion of G zu about infinity. RCAC uses a filter G f to define the retrospective cost by filtering the difference between the actual past control inputs and the re-optimized control inputs. To construct G f , Markov parameters are used in, 10, 11, 13 and NMP zeros are used in. 12, 14 More recently, 9 RCAC was reinterpreted as a residual-minimization technique involving the transfer function between a virtual control input and the performance variable. In particular, it was shown in 9 that the filter G f used to define the retrospective performance variable provides a target model for an intercalated transfer function. In effect, RCAC updates the controller coefficients so as to fit the intercalated transfer function to the target model. This mechanism supports the principle underlying RCAC. The fact that the target model G f requires limited modeling information (primarily sign and NMP zeros) makes it possible to apply RCAC to highly uncertain plants.
In the present paper, we apply RCAC to three aircraft. The first aircraft is a quadcopter, and the second is a fixed-wing vehicle. These vehicles provide an initial test for obtaining the filter G f and the weightings used by RCAC to construct the retrospective cost function. Next, we consider a third vehicle, which is capable of VTOL flight; this vehicle has the ability to fly in both quadcopter and fixed-wing modes. We then apply the same filters and weightings chosen for the quadcopter to the VTOL vehicle operating in the quadcopter mode. Similarly, we apply the same filters and weightings chosen for the fixed-wing aircraft to the VTOL vehicle operating in the fixed-wing mode. This approach allows us to assess the ability of RCAC to control different airframes with the same tunings, while also assessing the ability to control the VTOL aircraft during mode transition. To do this, we interface RCAC with the Pixhawk firmware (PX4 flight stack) to simulate adaptive control of a quadcopter, fixed-wing, and VTOL aircraft models. The goal is to adaptively tune the PID controllers using minimal modelling information by employing the retrospective cost algorithm given in Section II.
All simulations are performed within the context of Gazebo. 15 Gazebo is an open-source high-fidelity 3D simulation environment for autonomous robots, which includes a quadcopter, fixed-wing, and VTOL aircraft models. The PX4 flight stack is a collection of guidance, navigation, and control algorithms for autonomous drones, including PID controllers for quadcoptor, fixed-wing, and VTOL aircraft. To reflect the absence of additional modeling information, in all the simulations considered in this paper, we choose the initial controller coefficients θ(0) = 0. This means that the gains K P , K I , and K D are initialized at zero in the RC-P, RC-PI, and RC-PID control algorithms.
The contents of the paper are as follows. Section II presents the algorithm for retrospective cost adaptive PID control. Section III explains the quadcopter control architecture, and presents the simulation results for a quadcopter flight. Section IV explains the fixed-wing control architecture, and presents the simulation results for a fixed-wing flight. Using the quadcopter and fixed-wing control architectures presented in Sections III and IV, Section V presents the VTOL control architecture along with the simulation results.
II. Retrospective Cost Adaptive PID Control

A. Plant Model
Consider the discrete-time system
where (1), (2) . The components of w can represent either command signals to be followed, external disturbances to be rejected, or both, depending on the choice of D 1 and E 0 . No controllability and observability assumptions are made concerning the state space realization since the adaptive control algorithm requires input-output model information rather than details of the state space realization.
B. The Controller
Define
where z int (k) is the integrator state and z diff (k) is the differentiator state. Define the discrete-time PID controller
where K P ∈ R lu×lz , K I ∈ R lu×lz , and K D ∈ R lu×lz are the proportional, integral, and derivative gain matrices, respectively. We rewrite (5) as
where the regressor matrix φ(k) is defined by
and
where l θ = 3l u l z , "⊗" is the Kronecker product, and "vec" is the column-stacking operator. By modifying φ and θ, we can obtain special cases of the PID controller, for example, P, PI, and PD control laws.
C. Retrospective Performance Variable
We define the retrospective control asû
and the corresponding retrospective performance variable aŝ
whereθ ∈ R l θ is determined by optimization below, and φ f (k) ∈ R lz×l θ and u f (k) ∈ R are filtered versions of φ(k), and u(k), respectively, defined by
The filter G f has the form
where D f and N f are polynomial matrices and D f is asymptotically stable and monic. The choice of G f is discussed in the next section.
D. Construction of G f
In, 10, 11, [16] [17] [18] G f is based on the Markov parameters of the control-to-performance transfer matrix G zu . In particular, for all complex numbers z whose absolute value is greater than the spectral radius of A, it follows that
where, for all, i ≥ 1, the i th Markov parameter of G zu is defined by
Truncating (14) yields G f given by the n th f -order Markov parameter-based FIR filter
In, 9 G f is shown to provide a target model for the intercalated transfer function between the virtual control perturbation and z. This interpretation leads to guidelines for constructing G f in terms of limited modeling data that consists of the leading signs, relative degree, and NMP zeros of G zu .
E. Retrospective Cost Function
Using the retrospective performance variableẑ(k), we define the retrospective cost function
where R u and R θ are positive definite.
Then, for all k ≥ 1, the retrospective cost function (17) has a unique global minimizer θ(k), which is given by
whereφ
III. Adaptive Control of Quadcopter Flight
The interface of PX4 with Gazebo for a quadcopter (QC) is shown in Figure 1 . The control architecture consists of three loops. The outer loop employs the mission planner 19 to follow position commands To adaptively fly a quadcopter using the PX4 control architecture (as shown in Figure 1 ), we remove the feedforward controllers, and replace the fixed-gain PX4 P and PID controllers with RC-PI and RC-PID controllers, respectively. The performance variable z, the control input u, the filter G f , and the weightings for the middle-loop RC-PI and the inner-loop RC-PID controllers are given in the following subsection. Since Gazebo uses a nonlinear quadcopter model, the guidelines for choosing G f given in 9 cannot be used directly. The entries of G f are thus chosen based on the numerical response of a quadcopter model under nominal conditions. In addition, for all simulations associated with each architecture, we use identical tuning parameters for QC controller; consequently, no special tuning for QC controller is used for particular simulations in this paper.
A. Quadcopter Adaptive Control Architectures
RC-PI Controller for Roll-Angle Commands
The performance variable z and the control input u for RC-PI control of roll-angle commands in the middle loop are given by
The filter and weightings are given by G f (z) = 1/z, R u = 0.02, and R θ = 0.1I 2 .
RC-PI Controller for Pitch-Angle Commands
The performance variable z and the control input u for RC-PI control of pitch-angle commands in the middle loop are given by
The filter and weightings are given by G f (z) = 1/z, R u = 0.04, and R θ = 0.1I 2 .
RC-PI Controller for Yaw-Angle Commands
The performance variable z and the control input u for RC-PI control of yaw-angle commands in the middle loop are given by
The filter and weightings are given by G f (z) = 1/z, R u = 0.05, and R θ = 0.3I 2 .
RC-PID Controller for Roll-Axis Angular-Velocity Commands
The performance variable z and the control input u for RC-PID control of angular-velocity commands about the roll-axis in the inner loop are given by
The filter and weightings are given by G f (z) = 1/z, R u = 1, and R θ = 5I 3 .
RC-PID Controller for Pitch-Axis Angular-Velocity Commands
The performance variable z and the control input u for RC-PID control of angular-velocity commands about the pitch-axis in the inner loop are given by
The filter and weightings are given by G f (z) = 1/z, R u = 0.4, and R θ = 4I 3 .
RC-PID Controller for Yaw-Axis Angular-Velocity Commands
The performance variable z and the control input u for RC-PID control of angular-velocity commands about the yaw-axis in the inner loop are given by
The filter and weightings are given by G f (z) = 1, R u = 5, and R θ = I 3 .
B. Numerical Simulation
The Gazebo quadcopter model that we use in the simulation is shown in Figure 2 . The radius of all the four rotor blades is 0.13 m. Figure 6 shows the quadcopter control inputs generated by the mixer. 
IV. Adaptive Control of Fixed-Wing Flight
The interface of PX4 with Gazebo for a fixed-wing (FW) aircraft is shown in Figure 7 . The control architecture consists of three loops. The outer loop employs the mission planner 20 Figures 1 and 7 , note that the fixed-wing interface is similar to the quadcopter interface, except that, for the fixed-wing interface, there is no yaw-angle controller in the middle loop and no angular-velocity D controller in the inner loop.
To adaptively fly a fixed-wing aircraft using the PX4 control architecture (as shown in Figure 7) , we remove the feedforward controllers, and replace the fixed-gain PX4 P and PI controllers with RC-PI and RC-PI controllers, respectively. The performance variable z, the control input u, the filter G f , and the weightings for the middle-loop RC-PI and the inner-loop RC-PI controllers are given in the following subsection. Since Gazebo uses a nonlinear fixed-wing aircraft model, the guidelines for choosing G f given in 9 cannot be used directly. The entries of G f are thus chosen based on the numerical response of a fixed-wing aircraft model under nominal conditions. In addition, for all simulations associated with each architecture, we use identical tuning parameters for FW controller; consequently, no special tuning for FW controller is used for particular simulations in this paper. 
A. Fixed-wing Adaptive Control Architectures
RC-PI Controller for Roll-Angle Commands
The performance variable z and the control input u for RC-PI control of roll-angle commands in the middle loop are given by The filter and weightings are given by G f (z) = 1/z, R u = 0.03, and R θ = 0.1I 2 .
RC-PI Controller for Pitch-Angle Commands
The performance variable z and the control input u for RC-P control of pitch-angle commands in the middle loop are given by
The filter and weightings are given by G f (z) = 1/z, R u = 0.01, and R θ = 0.1I 2 .
RC-PI Controller for Roll-Axis Angular-Velocity Commands
The filter and weightings are given by G f (z) = 1/z, R u = 20, and R θ = 2I 2 .
RC-PI Controller for Pitch-Axis Angular-Velocity Commands
The filter and weightings are given by G f (z) = 1/z, R u = 1, and R θ = I 2 .
RC-PI Controller for Yaw-Axis Angular-Velocity Commands
The filter and weightings are given by G f (z) = 1/z, R u = 0.01, and R θ = I 2 .
B. Numerical Simulation
The Gazebo fixed-wing aircraft model that we use in the simulation is shown in Figure 8 . The model has a wing span of 0.94 m and tip-chords of length 0.12 m. It has one propeller engine T , one set of differential ailerons a, one rudder r, and one elevator e. Figure 12 shows the fixed-wing control inputs generated by the mixer. 
V. Adaptive Control of VTOL Flight
The interface of PX4 with Gazebo for a VTOL aircraft is shown in Figure 13 . The PX4 controller flies the aircraft in two different modes, namely, the quadcopter mode and the fixed-wing mode. For vertical takeoff and landing, the PX4 controller employs the quadcopter-mode controller and uses all four rotors; for cruise flight, it employs the fixed-wing-mode controller and uses the pusher, and elevons. During the transition from quadcopter mode to fixed-wing mode and vice versa, the PX4 controller switches between the quadcopter-mode controller and the fixed-wing-mode controller based on the airspeed V AC . Comparing Figures 1, 7 and 13 , note that the QC-mode and FW-mode controllers are the same as the QC and FW controllers discussed in Section III and Section IV, respectively.
Let T onset , T end , V AC,TO , and V AC,TE denote the transition onset time, transition end time, airspeed at the beginning of transition, and airspeed at the end of transition, respectively. At the beginning of transition from QC to FW mode, the pusher starts, and then the pusher throttle-setting increases linearly until the VTOL aircraft reaches a pre-defined V AC,TE , after which the transition ends. This transition is modeled by the switching gain K switch (shown in Figure 13 ), which is given by
Note that, if K switch = 1, then the VTOL aircraft flies using only the QC controller, whereas, if K switch = 0, then the VTOL aircraft flies using only the FW controller. Furthermore, note that, during the transition, 0 ≤ K switch ≤ 1, and the VTOL aircraft flies using both the QC and FW controllers. To adaptively fly a VTOL aircraft using the PX4 control architecture (as shown in Figure 13 ), we replace the QC and FW mode controllers with retrospective cost adaptive QC and FW controllers as discussed in Section III and Section IV, respectively. Note that the RCAC tunings for the VTOL aircraft in quadcopter and fixed-wing mode are chosen to be identical to the tunings of the quadcopter and fixed-wing aircraft despite the differences in vehicle geometry.
A. Numerical Simulation
The Gazebo VTOL aircraft model that we use in the simulation is shown in Figure 14 . The model has a wing span of 2.14 m and a wing area of 0.85 m 2 . It has four rotors R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , R 4 , one pusher propeller T , and one set of differential elevons ev. that the command is to take off vertically in the quadcopter mode, then transition to the fixed-wing mode, and then loiter around the commanded waypoint while maintaining the altitude at 20 m. Note that the VTOL aircraft follows the commanded altitude with some transients at the transition, while loitering around the commanded waypoint. . Before the transition, at t = 51 sec, the command-following errors in the angular-velocity components P , Q, and R are 2.8 deg/sec, 0.6 deg/sec, and −10 deg/sec, respectively. After the transition, at t = 100 sec, the command-following errors in the angular-velocity components P , Q, and R are 1.9 deg/sec, −10 deg/sec, and 14 deg/sec, respectively. Figures  18 and 19 show the VTOL aircraft control inputs generated by the QC-mixer and FW-mixer, respectively. Note that, during the transition, the magnitude of FW control inputs increase from their initial zero value, whereas, QC control inputs decrease to zero. 
VI. Conclusions
This paper explored the feasibility of using retrospective cost adaptive control (RCAC) to adaptively tune the autopilot for an aircraft with minimal modeling information. For this purpose, RCAC was specialized to the case of PID control laws. To demonstrate the ability of RCAC to operate with limited modeling information, RCAC was initially applied to quadcopter and fixed-wing aircraft. Next, RCAC was applied to a third vehicle, namely, a VTOL aircraft, which can be operated in either quadcopter mode or fixed-wing mode. The geometry of the VTOL aircraft is significantly different from the quadcopter and fixed-wing aircraft. Despite these differences, RCAC was applied to the VTOL aircraft by using the filter and weightings used previously for the quadcopter and fixed-wing vehicles. By simulating various flight scenarios, it was shown that RCAC was able to control the VTOL aircraft in both the quadcopter and fixed-wing modes as well as during transition from quadcopter to fixed-wing flight. It should be stressed that, for all of these cases, RCAC was the only operational controller; no inner loop controller based on a nominal model was used. This ability shows that RCAC can control an aircraft with extremely limited modeling information.
Combined with the results of, 8 these results show that RCAC can provide a flexible and robust autopilot for aircraft that are either poorly modeled or subject to emergency conditions. The next phase of this work is to demonstrate the potential usefulness of RCAC for rapidly prototyping autopilots for aircraft that are not well modeled, either due to complex physics, emergency conditions, or experimental reconfiguration. Figure 16 . Performance of the VTOL middle-loop QC-mode and FW-mode controllers for Euler-angle commands. The controller coefficients θ, which are initialized at zero, converge for both the QC and FW mode controllers. Before the transition, at t = 51 sec, the command-following errors in the Euler angles Φ, Θ, and Ψ are −0.52 deg, −0.93 deg, and −1.3 deg, respectively. After the transition, at t = 100 sec, the command-following errors in the Euler angles Φ and Θ are 0.2 deg and −0.1 deg, respectively. Figure 17 . Performance of the fixed-wing inner-loop QC-mode and FW-mode controllers for angular-velocity commands. The controller coefficients θ, which are initialized at zero, converge for both the QC and FW mode controllers. Before the transition, at t = 51 sec, the command-following errors in the angular-velocity components P , Q, and R are 2.8 deg/sec, 0.6 deg/sec, and −10 deg/sec, respectively. After the transition, at t = 100 sec, the command-following errors in the angular-velocity components P , Q, and R are 1.9 deg/sec, −10 deg/sec, and 14 deg/sec, respectively. Figure 19 . VTOL aircraft control inputs for the fixed-wing mode. Note that, during the transition, the magnitudes of the control inputs increase from their initial zero value.
